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Tv show quizzes trivia buzzfeed

Get all the best moments in pop culture and entertainment delivered to your inbox. Sign up for buzzFeed Quizzes newsletter - Binge on the latest quizzes delivered directly to your inbox using the Quizzes newsletter! How are those eyes? Why do I suddenly crave sugar and tea and rye? Prove you're 100%



in that state. BRB, watching this movie again for the 100th time. Camera + Moon - M =? Better wear Disney glasses because you'll need them! Are vows really necessary for accurate communication? Let's find out! You don't need to know you're ABC to ace this quiz! History has eyes on you. The higher
you climb, the more you know about Disney! BuzzFeed uses polls to find out what's important to our audience. Answer as many questions as you like and keep coming back yet! No rescue lines! Only you and your brain! Something to tide you up while you wait for the R9. Put your knowledge to the test!
Come to the questions, stay for funny answers. Don't crack under pressure! There's more to it than hidden Mickey. It's time to take a trip down the memory road with this quiz! There is a difference between we know and we know the way. Your knowledge of Wildcat to smell? Here's a look at you, quiz. �
�  PHARBZ, it's time to shine!  you take this quiz: I could do it all day. I want to accept all the Pokémon. Can you still reclame part of the countdown with your heart, or is it just me? Let your heart guide you to the correct answer! Two of HP's worst villains, but Umbridge is definitely more evil! If you
are distracted, you will not do well. For the children! (Spoilers!!!!) Make Meredith Gray proud! You will at least have to recognize their faces... It was on the air ten years ago, so it's OK if you forget some things. Let's see if you were brave enough not to close your eyes.  where does the movie Avatar take
place? Live from New York, it's Kenan dressed! It will be harder than fighting the swamp! I listen to all the music: ABBA and Britney. Put your household skills to the test! I don't feel my face after this quiz. Literally anyone can pass. I need to know more than just hotline bling people. Counting on your fingers
is not a hoax, but it's sad. Are you a diamond of the first water? Wear a hat for thought! If you haven't watched SpongeBob, who are you? One with questions designed to deceive you. I'd rather be wild without him. Make the fairy a godmother proud. Do we have An aunt Flo? She missed all my birthdays!
Time to put your memory to the test! There's a number of possibilities. Hollywood really said copy paste, right? My spelling skills are embarrassing or embarrassing?! How much do you actually know? Do you know where yours is? You're the same ____ as I am. Celebrities get extra lifelines, but will you
even need them? Get our magic card! Sorted, for your from most to the least recent. It will be harder than getting into the pan. I'll be amazed you even know 5/8. Are you ready for a call? Is it Neville Longbottom or Sirius Black? It's hard to say! Don't get lost trying to find the answer! Are you just a casual
spectator, or remember all eight Bridgerton siblings? How much are you in the world? Can I trust you not to watch it? Will you be a winner or you will ... Rest... Inches... Peace? There are 12 questions between you and 100% on this quiz! Only true Riverdale fans will ace it! Don't twist your scissors!
Remember what Olympus looks like? Page 2 Only ~sum~ of you will be able to do this... What is Alex's favorite taste again? Remember which one played when or is it all blurred? They don't teach you this at school... All right, okay, probably in the movie. Beyoncé or Alicia Keys? Did you really pass 6th
grade? Whale, whale, whale... What do you know? Do you have what it takes to finish the fourth spelling class?! Swan dress is quite difficult to forget. Let's see if you can remember how many Harry Potter/X-Men/Avengers movies there really are. This quiz, 95% of people angrily hold microphones and 5%
of The Fiend. Those years of watching Disney movies are paying off right now. Please complete your own quiz before helping others. This quiz is definitely not for you if you've never had MySpace. Fandom Tumblr was just a bunch of people who lost it over white men. How did Grimes and Elon Musk call
again? What was this supernatural family? Check out all the magical creatures you know to learn. Let's see how well you do. You don't need a spell to find out just this quiz! You need to watch a lot of TV to ace this quiz. Fairy tale, as old as ... My grandmother, Aggie? It's hard for those whose brains always
write this Downtown Abbey. Don't let your heel fool you. What's hyungwon's favorite karaoke song again? This one extra F-word will cost you! It's time to start testing parents for their future appearance. All you need is love (and the right answers). Time to uncover some memories you've forgotten. Do you
know your Walkman when you see it? Seat me in the fridge...?  test your age guessing skills against everyone else! Try to answer through tears. C'mon, it should be easy. Time to separate the wizards from the muggles. The Bring It On Cinematic Universe is the Bible. These films have more than
just their protagonists! You've been training unconsciously all this time! 35 characters + 4-letter names = 140 letters from Disney fame People from human paper! Time to put your vocab to the test. Don't set up your screen! What is a movie with all the toys, again? I dropped all my pictures of Disney
characters and now they're all mixed. Can you get away with acing this quiz?  SPOILERS  you will regret it! You and your bloody _! Check out how well you know this Christmas classic. That's because I'm green, isn't it? Nina end up with Ricky or EJ? You think you know everything? Now is your time
to show Santa sits his fat ass down to take this quiz, he's going to find the toughest bunch of **holes on this side of the internet! How big are you Disney fans? Who is the 14-year-old boy? I'll be there for you – I'll comfort you if you fail this quiz! Season of festive film marathons. You think you know Cullens?
And no, not the Cullens movie... 2008 - 2008 - Did not : 2 Only harry Styles' biggest fans will know... Time to see who a real Gray fan is! All I want for Christmas ___ ___. All these things are already in your brain. What affects color, texture and crumbs? AutoCorrect won't save you now. It should be a piece
of cake for musical bows! All your childhood has prepared you for this very important quiz. Quiz-no Princess, amyrit? Are you a casual fan, or do you already know all the Evermore lyrics? How well do you know yourself? New York is too obvious. Are you on an A-Team or Just for Fun team? Put your Fall
Out Boy knowledge to the test. Are you really a fan of music? Test yourself. This quiz should be very, very easy for any cynephile. Was mathematics a favorite subject at school? Get ready for a royal adventure. How many albums have Taylor Swift released this year? Because everyone knows who says
Turn! Embrace your inner Broadway star! Will your conscience be your guide to guessing the first conversation? Salem always kept it real. You better snatch tissue for this. Do you think you know Taylor's lyrics very well? We'll see about it. That.
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